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Theor, q of Electric Inertia. 24:3 
~/ rays which could not be deflected, and for the normal 
ionization in T. 
The result is given in column 3 of the above table; the 
maximum when no magnetic field is applied is represented by 
100 for both primary and secondary rays. The numbers 
show that while the first small field removes more secondary 
than primary, it requires a stronger field to remove com- 
pletely the secondary. The secondary pencil seems to include 
some which are travelling with a greater velocity than any of 
the primary. 
XXI I I .  On the Theory of Electric Inertia. 
By S. H. BURBCRY, F.R.S.* 
1. ,~ IR  O. LODGE, in his address oll Electrons read before 
k.) the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1903, calcu- 
lates the inertia which a small sphere, charged with electricity 
e, and moving with velocity u, has by virtue of its charge as a 
function of' the charge. Inertia may be defined as resistance 
to acceleration. If the sphere have mass m in the ordinary 
sense of that tern b its kinetic energy if without charge is 
E= 89 2, and its inertia it' it be moving freely is 2E/u~----m. 
But when charged it has electric energy in addition to E, 
namely, E '=  ~Hht , ,  
where ]:[ is the magnetic force in the volume element d~" due 
to the motion of the sphere,/~ is a known constant, which I 
shall treat as unity, and the integration is throughout all 
space outside of the moving sphere. Further, he takes 
sin 
H=ue- -~r   , in which r is the distance from S, the present 
position of the sptlere, to the point P where the element dT 
is, and 0 is the angle between S[ :) and the axis, that is the 
direction of motion of the sphere. ~ubstituting this value 
for tt~ he obtains 
~'t e~u ~ i "~ . l TM ~,) sin 3 0 
4Jo Jo ,' 
and the additional inertia due to the sphere be'ing charged is in 
2E ~ , .  , 
this theory u, ~ ,wmcn is, as thus expressed, a function of e 
and the radius c of the sphere. 
2. The value of H here given is not generally exact, 
* Communicated by the Author-. 
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244 Mr. S. It. Burbury on the 
because owing to the finite velocity of light, which shall be 
denoted by v, r and 0 relate strictly, not to the present 
position~ S, of the sphere, but to the position, S', in which 
it was t seconds ago. And S' and t are determined by 
the conditions S 'P=vt ,  and S~S=ut if u be constant, or 
=y0 S'S udt if u be variable. In like manner, if e be supposed 
variable with the time, the value of e in the expression 
eu sin 0 is the value of e when the sphere was at S ~, but I shall 
r~ 
not further consider the possible variation of e. lf, as is 
generally the ease, u be very small in comparison with v, the 
result given is a very near approximation, unless the rate of 
time variation of u be very great. 
3. It is noteworthy, however, that if u be constant, being less 
than v (which is the case considered by Lodge), the result 
given is exact. For, S being the present position of the sphere, 
let St be its position t seconds ago, S~ its position t - -dr  seconds 
ago, S~ its position t -2& seconds ago, and so on. About 
each of the points S ,  S~, S~, &c. as centres describe spherical 
surfaces having radii, vt for St, v(t - -dt )  for Sl, v(t - -2dt)  for 
S:, &c. Then, since u isless than v, no two of these surfaces 
intersect each other. The sphere described about St includes 
that described about $1, and so on. Then the magnetic force 
at P at this instant due to the motion of the charged sphere 
through St t seconds ago is _I-I= ue sinr ~0" The normal distance 
between the two successive spherical surfaces described about 
St and S~ is at the point (r, 0) is (v--u cos O)dt. And the 
integral of I-P/8~r throughout the spherical shell between 
these surfaces is 
dt e~u2 {',~ 27r~ sin 3 0 (v - u cos 0) dO 
that is 
d e2u ~ ~" sin 3 8 (v -u  cos 6) dO 
t -~ Jo  ~-;9~ 9 
The term in cos 0 disappears in the integration~ so when we 
integrate for t the result is 
- -  c JO  t~t~ J 4 21 at do -  
which agrees with Lodge's integral. 
4. If, however, u be variable, we must put u 2 under the 
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Theory of Electric Inertia. 245 
sign of integration for t. And since u may in this ease be 
written 
du 1 t: d~u U=Uo--tjt +-~ ~t ~ --&c., 
du 
the result must contain not only --e but also u0, ~/t ' &c. It 
may, indeed, still be a very near approximation~ but whether it 
is so or not will depend on the rate at which u varies with the 
time. The electric inertia calculated by this method canno~ 
in general be completely expressed as a function of e only 
as proposed. 
5. Lodge subsequently employs another method of calcu- 
lating the inertia, the method, namely, of the magnetic 
reactions. This rests on the principle that any change,of 
velocity, as ~u, impressed on the moving sphere while at S, 
and also the change of its position while moving at S with 
the velocity u, gives rise at any point P in space after 
the interval of' time SP/v to a change in the magnetic force 
H at _P. And this change of magnetic force gives rise after 
the further interval of time PS' to an electric force at another 
V 
point S'. And if S' be suitably chosen on the axis, this electric 
three will take effect at S' at the instant when the moving 
sphere arrives at S t , and so affect the sphere. 
6. S t being chosen to satisfy this condition, let us describe 
an ellipse with S and S r for loci and vt=~(SP +PS ~) = VSS~ 
U 
for semi-major axis, and let it revolve about the axis SS t de- 
scribing a prelate llipsoid of revolution. Then all the electric 
forces arising from the change in the magnetic fbrce taking 
place on the surface of the ellipsoid affect the charged sphere 
as it passes S'. And if S '~ be a further point in the axis 
distant udt from S', we may describe in like manner anofher 
ellipsoid of revolution having S and S '~ for loci, and v(t+dt) 
for semi-major axis. Then, since v>u, the two ellipsoids 
cannot intersees each other. And all the electric forces arising 
from changes in the magnetic force at points in the ellipsoidal 
shell between the two ellipsoids affect the charged sphere in 
its course between S~ and S", that is in the limit at S ~. And 
no other or' the electric forces considered affects it at that 
point or between S ~ and S". 
7. If P be any point on the ellipsoid and PSI the per- 
pendicular/~om P on the axis, P~ =rs in  t?. And if we describe 
a circle with :N as centre and radius .NP, the magnetic force 
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246 Mr. S9 H. Burbury on the 
has the same value at all points on .that circle. Let ~b be the 
angle between the plane SPS / and a fixed plane through S S f. 
Then we may express an element of' volume of the ellipsoidal 
shell at P as follows : -  
Fig. 1. 
Q+ 
S r 
N 
]n the figure let SP, SP ~ be two neighbouring values of 
e, making the angle PSPr=d0 with each other, and let PPf 
be the corresponding elementary" arc of the inner ellipse9 
Let SQ, SQ he the corresponding values of ~', and QQ+ the e 
corresponding arc for the outer ellipse. If P'R be drawn at 
right angles to SP, P~R=rd0. An element of w'olmne 
- ! p 
ot: the ellipsoidal shell is the area PQQ P multiplied by 
rsinOd~. But the area PQQ~P~ is equalto +'dO multiplied 
by PQ, that is by vdt+u cos 0dr. We may therefore take 
for an element of volume of the ellipsoidal shell 
U 
r r sin 0 dO dcb vdt(1 + vCOSO)=dto. 
?Z 
8. I shall now make the hypothesis that v' the eccentricity 
of the ellipse, is very small, so that its square and higher 
powers may be neglected. Let us write for brevity u 
V 
9. We have now to find the electric force at S ~ due to the 
change of magnetic i'orce H in the element of volume at P. 
To this end let us replace H at P by a small circular electric 
current. Suppose about P in the plane S['S' a circle de- 
scribed of very small radius a, and in that circle an electric 
current i, such that the magl,.etic force due to it at P is H. 
Then ~-has the dimensions of H, and a'~i has the dimensions 
a 
of Hdw. We may therefore write, since a is an arbitrary 
radius subject o a numerical ihctor, 
a~i=-- Hr  "z sin 8 dO ddp vdt(1 + Ir cos 0), 
and a~ di dH o 
= ~dt ~'" sin 8.dO ddpvdt ( l+tr cos 8). 
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7"heovj of.Electric Inertia. 247 
dH 
10. Again, the electric force at S + due to ~/t- at' P is equal 
dl 
to the electric force at S t due to ~,  which can be found as 
follows : -  
Fig. 2. 
Q 
2g 
In the figure (2) the circle is the "a  " circle described 
about P. SP=r ,  PS I=/ ,  APSN=0,  LPSrN=0 I. Q is 
a point on the circumference of the a circle. /_ QPN = 7r-- ~. 
Let S~Q=p. 
Then p O ( /cos Or--a sin/3)'~ ( / s in  0'+ a cos B) "~ 
----./~ + a ~ + 2/a  sin (O I -  ~), 
and, a being very small compared with ~J, 
_1 = _ 00(0 / -n ! "  
p 7+ / p/3 
Again, the component parallel to the axis of the "circular 
current i at Q is - i cos /3 .  And the electric force at S t in 
direction SS I due to the variation of the circular current, 
di 
denoted by ~t is 
di re, i d_/i"~= _/1 asin ' (e -B)~ d cos fi~ riB= " _ , / t . j o  cos  - - j ,7tjo 
di sin (it 
dt t  : . = - -~r - [~,  smOdOdSvdt  ( l+~eos O) sin O t 
11. In order to effect the integration for the ellipsoidal 
shell, we shall have to express 0 ~, / ,  and ,r in terms of O. 
We have first 
sin 0 '= ~ Sin 0. 
Again~ using the ordinary equation to !he ellipse) in which 
x=r  cos O--ta't, l /=r  sin 0, and remembering that the minor 
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248 Mr. S. H. Burbury on t]te 
axis is vtv /~,  we obtain easily a quadratic equation in 
r, the solution of which is 
~=vt( l _~:~ ) ~cos 8___1 
1 -  ~2 cos ~ 0 ; 
and taking the upper sign, which is sufficient, 
1 ~ tr 2 
r=vt  l ir 0 i m COS 
also ~J = 2vt -- r---- vt 1 + ~d-- 2~r cos 8 
1--x cos 0 
whence, neglecting ,:2 and higher powers, 
r=vt ( l  +~cos  0), q'l=vt(J. - -~  COS 0) .  
12. Our integral for the ellipsoidal shell then becomes 
,)o dt 2~r~r2sin O dO v dt (1T  x cos 8) sin 0 I r ; .  (A) 
or substituting for r, d, and 0 t their values above given, 
f ,r dH 2~r2 ~'~ sin 2 0 dO vdt(1 + x cos 0) 
'~ dH = - - ]~ -~2&vdt (1  + 7x cos 0) sin: 0 dO. 
13. Before proceeding further with this integration we havo 
dH 
to give to dr- its value according to the nature of the problem 
to be considered. I will take two eases. 
dH 
Case I . --The change of magnetic force-~-/ is due simpler 
to the motion of the charged sphere, u being maintained 
da d (sin o~ 
constant. In this case ~-  =eu ~\ - -~ ] 
sin O dr cos 0 dO 
= - -  ~eu 7 & + eu .  v--  ~-  d~i" 
But, due to the motion with constant u, 
dr dO u sin O 
~/ -=-ueosO,  and dt -- ~ 
Therefore 
dH__ = 3eu2 sin 0 cos 0 
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Theory of Electric Inertia. 249 
dH 
And substituting thisvalue of -dr in the integral A, ~e get 
for that inte~ ral 
"~ sin 2 8 cos 0 sin 6 I 
X=- -3eu  2 2"x~r 2 # ~ dOvdt( l+~cos6) ,  
"~ sin 3 8 cos 6 dO . . . . .  
= --67r~e*O " - vdt(f  + tr cos u), 9'I~r 
0 
= _ G~r~eu~t ~" s in  3 0 COS O(I  + 4K cos  O)dOv dt  
32~ ~- ~cen2dt 
5 v~t a " 
And the integral of this force for the whole course oC the 
sphere beginning at S is 
32~ "2 : ~" dt 167r" ~ 1 
-~e~ ! ,~  = - - -U  ~e~ ;~-to. ~ 
9 ,d to 
if we neglect the value at the upper limit, which for any 
considerable value of t must be inappreciable. This may 
also be put in the form 167r-~ 9 e- It may be appreciable if 
5 to ~ " 
to can be made small enough. 
14. Case I I . - -Suppose that when at S the sphere receives 
a change of velocity 3u, that is that its velocity is u- -3u  
before it reaches S, and there becomes u, and is thereafter 
maintained constant. Then, due to the change of velocity 5u 
dH sin O 
at S considered by itself, tl{ =e3u # . And using this in 
the expression for the electric force E at S I, we get for X 
"~ " dOsin 0 t . 
X=- -~o e~u ~2~r~r 's in  O -~j:2 vdt( l  +tceosO) 
= - -  2~" r s in  3 0 dO v d t  (1 + ~ cos O) 
r  
--- --27r e~u ( l+5~cos  O) sin'~OdO 
8~r ~ 1 
- 3 ebu  - -  
9 vt  ~2 ,
x now disappearing along with the first power of cos 0. 
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250 Theorj  of Electric Inertia. 
15. The interpretation of this result considered alone is 
that, the velocity having been- increased or diminished at S 
by ~u, the effect of the magnetic reactions i  at every point 
m the subsequent course partially to restore the velocity 
gained or lost~ as the case may be, when the sphere was at S. 
To maintain u constant we should have to apply a force in the 
2 8~r dt 
direction of the motion equal at each instant to -.3 e~Uv~. 
Or we should have to do work in the whole equ,~l to 
8w ~ e~u from the lower to the higher limit of t. Neglecting 
3 vt 
as we may the value of 1 at the higher limit, we have for 
vt &r: e~u 
the whole work required ~'3- v t0" In fact, there will be 
strictly two forces to be applied at every point. One which is 
proportional to ~u and ot opposite sign, and does not cont,~in 
the thctor K. The other, which is always in the direction of 
the motion, and contains the factor a a, and which is therefor% 
except perhaps for very small values of to, inappreciable 
compared with the first. The first force, which is proportional 
to ~)u, expresses the effect of the magnetic reactions against 
the acceleration denoted by ~u. Divided by 5u it represents 
the electric inertia. It does not appear, however, from this 
investigation that the sphere having charge e and velocity u 
can correctly be said to possess inertia as a fimction of e only, 
because the magnetic reactions do not depend only on the 
instantaneous velocity u. 
16. For the lower limit of the integration for t, which I 
c where c is the radius of have denoted by t0~ Lodge takes -, 
v 
the charged sphere. It may be admitted that c is the least 
distance for which the fbrmu]m employed have any meaning. 
But I would here ask whether it would not be safer to take 
for c the least distance ibr which tim tormulse employed 
(e. g., r~ ] are capable of being verified experi- 
mentally? In like manner in the cllipsoidal integration, 
art. 13, should not the limits be, instead of 8=0 and 8=% 
c 0---- c and 0=Tr-- ~, where c is the least distance for which 
"P d~t 
e d~ t 
the formula, electric force . . . . . .  can be verified ex- 
9" 
perimentally ? 
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